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Overview

Driven by the interest of the cultural meaning in the landscape architecture
and the fascination of the power of the grid, the inspiration of this thesis is
from the landscape architecture works that obtain both characters.
Many landscape architecture works simultaneously are expressing the cultural
concern while use the grid form. Thus this thesis is exploring the association
between the cultural meaning and the grid as a formal device, or to say how
the grid is used to express the cultural meaning.

Phase 3 is based on the understanding, investigation of the previous two
phases. The characteristic of the grid is abstracted in this phase and more
matched cases are presented here to support the arguments. The vast
potential to be free that the grid provides is explored in this phase through
the diagrams. The way that the space in the city is formed based on the New
York city grid is abstracted here and a new mode of the relationship between
the spaces is put forward based on the question of the previous analysis.

The investigations mainly rely on the research about historical cases.
The whole thesis process is divided into 3 phases:
Phase 1 is the understanding of the co-existence of this two aspects in the
landscape architecture. Through the representation of a series of cases, this
idea of the simultaneous embodiment of the cultural meaning and the use of
the form of grid is clarified and addressed. And the unlimited dimension by the
grid--height, is put forward in this phase.
Phase 2 is the further investigation to further understand how these two
aspects are associated in the landscape architecture. The relatively complete
history timeline of the use of the grid is studied in this phase to understand
why people adopt this form to divide and organize the space and plot. Along
this timeline, several cases are especially selected to be studied and analyzed
more detailedly to articulate the thesis question.
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Phase 1 Understanding
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Abstract

The whole thesis process begins with this phase as a representation of the
thesis question. This phase provides the clear direction of the following phases
by revealing the simultaneous happening of the cultural expression and the
use of the grid in the landscape architecture.
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Introduction

In this phase, a series of cases is presented to show the concentration of the
thesis question. They are arranged according to the scale of the elements
repeating within the grid system. The cultural meaning expressed in each
case is listed. The unlimited dimension--height, is presented and understood
through the diagrams comparing the spaces created by them here.

Methods

1. Literature review
2. Cases study
3. Interpretative Method
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Cases study
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Cases study
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Cases study
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Sony Makuhari Technology
Center and Toyosuna Park
Peter Walker
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Cases study
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Peter Walker
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Findings + Conclusions
The cases that are selected to study in this phase have the following
characteristics:
The cases have repetitive elements, resulting in the grid layout.
The cases have the cultural concern.
Thus, through the research carried out in phase 1, the idea that the
landscape architecture is expressing people’s cultural idea and the
characteristic that the cultural concern and the use of the grid form are
happening simultaneously in these works should be realized, which gives rise
to this thesis question.
The different height of the element in a grid system influences the sense of
the space.
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Assessment
The idea clarified and recognized in this phase provides the clear direction
for the investigation and understanding of the next phase.
The understanding process in this phase reveals the thoughts that are
not rigorous. Some cases selected to investigate in this phase do not
properly articulate the issue that is being discussed under this thesis
question, thus phase 2 needs the proper cases and deeper analysis upon
them.
Besides, the way that is used to compare the cases lacks the investigation of
the concrete context so it is not proper to directly put some cases
side by side to simply compare them without the consideration of the context.
The different height of the element in a grid system explored here sets a
base for the further analysis of the next two phases.
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Phase 2 Investigation
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Abstract

Compared with phase 1, this phase investigates a broader range of the use of
grid in design. A relatively complete history of the use of the grid is studied in
this phase to understand why people adopted the grid in their design. Besides,
the method that used together with the grid is explored in this phase to see
more potential of the grid.
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Introduction
This phase investigates a broader range of the use of grid in design. A relatively
complete history use of the grid is studied in this phase to understand why
people adopted the grid in their design. Characteristic of the gird is abstracted
and summarized in this phase. Analysis is shown through the diagrams.

Methods

1. Cases study
2. Interpretative Method
3. 3D modeling
4. Literature review

Typical designs involving the grid are studied here, including the Islamic
garden, the ancient chinese urban planning. Each case is read toghether
with its context to understand how the context like the religion, cosmology,
politics, engineer construction and so on impacts people’s thought and how
this is reflected by the form of the grid seen in the design.
Other operations of the grid--the violation and magnification are also studied
in this phase.
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The Timeline of the Grid
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The Timeline of the Grid

In Islamic culture, the In
Islamic culture, the
garden is regarded as the
paradise. Because of the
harsh weather, the burning
sun overhead causing the
high temperature, the fast
dry of the water in the desert
region, the endless mountain
over mountain, desert over
desert, the people in here
all desire a paradise garden
which can provide the shades
underneath the trees, the
water to cool the air as well
as nourishing the plants and
foods.

Derived from the irrigation
form, the lay out of the
Islamic garden transforms
from the engineering use to
the spiritual expression.
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The Timeline of the Grid

How the water is used in
the Islamic culture is very
important, which influence
the layout of the agriculture
field, and then to the Islamic
Garden.
The water melting from the
snows and ice flows from the
mountain.
The people invented the
qunat system to lead the
water to their village and
field.
In Quran, the garden is
dictated as the paradise. It
also defines that the four
rivers in the garden are
the river of milk, river of
wine, river of honey and
river of water. However, the
description in the Quran
should also have some
source.

“It is from the stylization of
these grid patterns, between
which crops or fruit trees
and eventually flowers were
planted, that typical early
garden layout developed.
The catchment pool became
a feature in the layout and
was treated in the ever more
decorative ways. The grid
network, under Islam, was
characteristically recognized
into extended geometric
patterns, suggesting
boundlessness and infinite
divisibility. “
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Violation of the grid

The columns in the interior space.,
among which some columns are
removed to meet the arrangement of
the plan.

The grid provides the restriction,
which already has a rigid frame for
any further things to be put in.

The violation of the grid over the grid

Mill Owner’s Association Building
Le Corbusier
Location: Navrangpura, Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India
Architect In Charge: Le Corbusier
Year: 1954

The “complete” column grid.

Plan of the second and third floor of
the building

Putting something that violates the
grid. The grid provides a better
context to read the “freeness”.
Reversely, the freeness in the grid
also give a better indication of the
grid. The contrast between them
enhance each other and themselves.
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Magnification of the grid
Reflective material

When the grid is used together
with the reflective materials, the
reflective surface always extends the
grid. Thus, the infinity of the grid is
addressed and readable from the
reflective surface.
The growth extension of the grid
turn the measurable device into
unmeasurable infinity.

Rio Shopping Center
Martha Schwartz

The frogs habitat in the pond. But
here, the water surface not only
gives a good context of these frog,
but also reflects the sky, combining
the sky and the earth now. The sky
is enormous which is unmeasurable.
The lay out of the frogs which is in
the grid form seems to add the a
measurable grid onto the “sky”.

The models to show this idea
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Findings + Conclusions

The cultural meaning is embedded in the use of the grid. Findings from the
research of phase 2 involved:
Its characteristic that is easy to be repeated and placed side by side seamlessly
was originally used as the measurement tool in the agricultural field and for
irrigation.
Due to this characteristic, people realized that it has the advantage in dividing
and organizing the space, thus it is developed into the methods to organize
space, which influences the urban planning, architecture and landscape
architecture design.
The grid is the manifestation of certain cultural idea. The use of the gird in the
Islamic garden responses to their religion, cosmology. The use of grid in urban
planning in ancient Chinese city embody the political statement of the rulers.
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Assessment

The cases study in this phase provides a good understanding of the reason
that people adopt the gird as the tool for measurement originally. The further
cases also clearly show the association between the people’s thought and the
layout of the result.
However, the analysis upon the characteristic of the grid is still not sufficient.
The analysis must be able to convey the information that is beyond the surface
of the question.
Take the case in the “violation of the grid” part as an example, which is the Le
corbusier’s architecture. What is the factor that results in the violation of the
grid? What drove the violation of the grid? What kind of effect that this kind of
violation achieves? What is the new thing that this violation brings?
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Phase 3 Exploration
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Abstract
Phase 3 is based on the understanding, investigation, research of the previous
two phases. This phase abstracted the characteristic of the grid based
on the study in phase 2. The New York city grid is abstracted to show the
understanding of how the spaces in a city are formed and developed based on
a given grid. However, this mode is questioned with the analysis of the grid in
this phase, thus a new mode is put forward.
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Introduction
Based on the study in phase 2, this phase further discusses the characteristic of
the grid to understand what the grid can achieve and more cases are presented
here to support the argument. The New York city grid is abstractly analyzed
to think about the relationship between the public and private, outdoor and
indoor space.

Methods

1. Cases study
2. Interpretative Method
3. 3D modeling
4. Literature review
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Infinity
Logically, the grid can extend,
into the X,Y axis direction, to
infinity.
Further, it can be divided into
smaller and smaller grid, into
infinity.
One is spreading outwards, and
the other is inquiring inwards.

Extension outwards to infinity

Solid/Void

Fragment/Whole

Extension inwards to infinity

Density

Extension inwards to infinity

Centrifugal/Centripetal

Density

Solid/Void

Infinity of Division

Density
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The constant power of getting
inwards meets the idea of the
privacy of the garden in Islamic
garden. Towards the center, is
the most private center and also
the part which is most close to
the “spirit”.
Besides, the ripple of the water
move inwards, cool the private
garden .

The water can flow into the garden, bringing the coolness.

The happiness in the garden and spirit extend outwards to infinity, spreading the coolness to everywhere.
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Infinity
The court yard of the Seville
Cathedral is a good example
of the extension to the infinity
from the interior to the
outdoor, from the solid to the
fluent relaxing garden.
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Flexibility
The grid is rational, static,
neutral, no center. However,
within this system, it provides
the potential to be emotional,
free, centered. This idea is
used to address the equality
or the hierarchy.
The grid has infinite possibilities
to generate plan layouts.

Hierarchy

Able to be hierarchical
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Flexibility

How the ancient Chinese
city applied this principle to
address the hierarchy in the
society

The plan of Chang An of
Ancient China in Tang Dynasty
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Unity and Overlay

Different areas on a plan
layout

Different areas on a plan
layout within a grid system

Different areas on a plan
layout within a grid system
and overlayer within a grid
system

Orchard in Miller garden
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Unify and Overlay
The change of the density
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The change of the height

The possibility that all the
typologies exist at the same time
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Boundary built upon the grid

Based on the gird,
the increase of the height
creates the border, which
separates the space.

The relationship between the
garden and architecture in
Islamic garden: Private/Public/
Boundary
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Abstracting the elements of a city

The growth of buildings based on a
grid system
Buildings

The public space in a grid system
with buildings and streets

The happening of the street in a
grid system with the buildings

Public space

Street
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Abstracting the elements in public space

Canopy space

Flat surface public space
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Overlay of each layer
Forming the grid vertically
The task of the grid is to form
a frame so that the events
and movements can happen
and overlay within this frame
system.
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Concept Model
In here, the color, the
transparency, the size, the
shape, the texture, their
composition and how they
overlay and overlap on each
other are discussed. The layer
structure allows other things to
go through between. All these
elements can be changed
with the space typologies
discussed before. The grid is
not shown but there is always
an invisible grid on it.

Concept and study model of this vertical overlay idea to
build a 3D grid frame.
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Concept and study Model

Concept and study Model
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Findings + Conclusions

The further analysis of the characteristic of grid and its according application
among the cases studies show that the cultural meaning is embodied in the
form of grid.
In different culture, the idea expressed has the similarity as well as the varieties.
The level that different culture contexts take this scheme varies. The Ancient
Chinese rulers really took the advantage of the grid as a planning method to
control its people mentally. While come other culture is addressing the equality
through the grid to divide the plot.
The spaces based on the given grid might cause the separation and isolation of
certain area. The new mode put forward by the author here is trying to break
this kind of isolation to build a vertical grid that different layers of the space
typologies can overlay, thus the new event can happen within the system.
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Assessment

The analysis of the characteristic of the grid here is clear and the cases can
support the according categories. It involves the consideration of the third
dimension besides the two dimension of a gird.
But it still sits on the superficial surface of the study. The analysis of the
characteristic of the gird is too general to generate more sense.
The concrete context is not shown in any analysis here, thus the exact things
that push forward every move are not clear. The context is also lack in the read
of the form of the space of New York city based on its grid. And the scale of
each analysis is not clear and matched, so it is difficult to read and evaluate the
operation of the new mode.
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Overall Assessment
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Final Conclusions

The grid, widely used in the design, as a formal device used in the landscape
architecture to organize the space, not only provides vast potential to realize
various spaces but also reflects the culture concern of people. People integrate
their cognition, their wish with the grid to manifest their statement of the
world.
This thesis is exploring this aspect in the landscape architecture design through
the discussion about the association between the culture and the use of grid
as a formal device.

generated based on the plan of the grid. Thus, the thought about how to
break the traditional mode of separation of the building and public space is
put forward here.
A new thought of vertical overlay of the different types of the
composition in the traditional mode is put forward. The grid here is to
provide a frame, a frame that can generate numerous possibilities to insert
the different basic space typologies abstracted in phase3 through the
analysis.

The characteristic that the grid can be placed side by side seamlessly is the
basic principle of the grid. It is about the measurement, also where the grid
originated from.
Developing from this, the most rational principle generates the free layout of
the grid.
This kind of freedom provides the opportunities for people to embody their
thoughts into this formal language. The cognition of people, society and the
universe involving the people and society is embodied through the design
and the grid is one of the forms that represents this kind of embodiment. It is
about the spirit and symbol, where people set their thoughts onto the form
of a design.
The freedom that provided by the grid is not merely limited on the layout but
also the third dimension beyond the two defined dimension in a grid system.
The increase of the third dimension begins to form the border of the space
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Final Assessment

This thesis discusses the interest of the culture aspect in the landscape
architecture of the author. It started with a scope that focuses on the association
of the culture and form.
The cases selected to study in this thesis project are proper and helpful to
articulate the idea that is concentrated in this thesis to show the relationship of
the culture and form. However, the issue is that the study of these cases does
not reach the expected level in terms of the depth of the analysis of the cases.
Even though during the process, many readings were done, a profound depth
of the analysis and discussion of the question is not established based on
these help. This also influenced the direction off the proper route and resulted
in the consume of a lot of time. Therefore the way that how the information is
gathered should be refined to provide the best efficiency. The abstract analysis
of the characteristic of the grid is clear and shows what the gird can do.
What should be learned and highly paid attention to from this thesis research
is that for many subjects that are discussed in the thesis, they are not specific
enough to make sense. Too broad range will result in the restriction of the
depth.
What should be avoided in the future is the analysis or the understanding
of things without enough context. Certain context must have impacts on the
thing that is being looked up thus it also should be addressed.
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